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1 INTRODUCTION 
The following public meeting summary provides a synopsis of the public outreach process and effort 
corresponding to Phase IC, including input received, for the NM 500 Rio Bravo Bridges Replacement Project in 
Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, New Mexico (CN: A301000). Public involvement and stakeholder coordination 
for the project began in 2020 as part of Phase IA/B study and has continued into summer 2022 for Phase IC. A 
Public Outreach and Comment Summary Report encapsulating the key issues and concerns brought forth by 
the public during Phase IA/B is on file with the NMDOT Environmental Bureau. 

2 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS 
The NM 500 Rio Bravo Bridges Project Area serves a broad and diverse set of stakeholders including federal, 
tribal, and state resources agencies; county and local agencies; community residents; commuters; area 
businesses; elected officials; and other users of the bridges within the Albuquerque Metro area. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, in-person community and stakeholder engagement was not feasible for the Phase IC 
efforts, which necessitated continuation of a virtual engagement strategy developed during the study phase to 
reach a wide audience and seek effective tools for public participation. Accordingly, the project team held a 
live, virtual public involvement meeting during Phase IC on Tuesday, April 13, 2022. The project team selected 
the Zoom virtual meeting platform for the meeting because of its versatility in allowing participants to join 
over the internet or via telephone. The following summarizes our context-sensitive approach to public and 
stakeholder engagement during Phase IC. 

To provide notice of the public input request, United States Postal Service Every Door Direct Mailers (EDDM) 
were sent to 5,428 residents in the immediate vicinity of the project area, and an advertisement was published 
in the Albuquerque Journal newspaper on March 30, 2022 (Appendix A). In addition, a mailing list of over 1,000 
contacts was generated using grassroots outreach, which included numerous area neighborhood associations; 
local trail and biking groups; adjacent businesses and residents; NM State Senator (District 14) Michael Senator 
Padilla’s constituent mailing list; federal and state regulatory agencies; city, county, tribal, and state officials; 
and anyone from the public who requested to be added to the mailing list and/or had provided comments 
during the study phase public meeting. The public meeting announcement was sent to those on the mailing list 
through email with follow-up flyers sent to those immediately within the project area using the available 
County Assessor property owner information. Additionally, direct phone calls were made to local community 
contacts including South Valley school principals, community centers, offices of Elected Officials, and health 
care centers. Lastly, notification of the public meeting announcement was posted on the New Mexico 
Department of Transportation (NMDOT) general project webpage, meeting calendar, project-specific website 
(https://nm500riobravo.nmdotprojects.org), and social media outlets, and distributed through the NMDOT 
Public Information Officer. 

The virtual public meeting included a PowerPoint presentation and a live question-and-answer interaction 
between the Project Team and participating public. The Project Team offered live, simultaneous Spanish 
translation through the Zoom platform during the event. The meeting was recorded, in both English and 
Spanish languages, and videos of the meeting was posted to the NMDOT’s YouTube website to allow those who 
were not able to attend the event to watch the presentation and provide feedback. The presentation began with 
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introductions, and then the Project Team discussed project location, provided a summary of the previous study 
phase public meeting and feedback, identified the recommended alternatives and proposed improvements, the 
maintenance of traffic and adjacent projects, and outlined the project development process and schedule. A 
copy of the PowerPoint presentation slide deck is located in Appendix C. 

Considering the urban context of the project corridor, the Project Team chose strategies to encourage public 
participation from a diverse spectrum of the public. The public advertisement included a custom weblink URL 
(http://linktr.ee/nm500riobravo) that led the public directly to a centralized webpage that offered single-
source access to the public meeting registration webpage, the dedicated project webpage, and MetroQuest 
survey in both English and Spanish. Participants were encouraged to provide comments via email, traditional 
mail, telephone, or through the online MetroQuest survey option during the public comment period.  

To aid in the public involvement process, an interactive and informative web-based survey tool was created on 
the MetroQuest platform (Figure 1) as a follow-up survey to the one utilized during the Phase IA/B public 
meeting. Compatible with any internet-connected device (laptops, tablets, and smart phones), MetroQuest 
allowed the public to receive project background information, including a synopsis of input received from the 
first MetroQuest survey, while soliciting their input on multi-use and pedestrian access facilities, requesting 
specific comments with geo-referenced locations, and requesting they optionally volunteer demographic 
information. The survey was provided in both English and Spanish. Participation in the MetroQuest survey was 
promoted alongside the virtual public meeting via the project email list, EDDM mailers, on the project 
webpages, and the advertisement published in the newspaper and social media outlets. The survey was 
published on the day of the live meeting event and remained live until the end of the public comment period 
on May 13, 2022.  

Figure 1: NM 500 MetroQuest Survey 
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Overall, 172 people registered for the live public meeting event ahead of time. On the day of the meeting, a total 
of 116 people attended the event on Zoom. The video of the meeting posted to the NMDOT YouTube channel 
and on the project website following the meeting has garnered an additional 63 views. During the public 
meeting event on April 13, 2022, the Project Team received 36 questions and comments through the meeting 
chat with several additional questions asked verbally during the meeting. Attendees engaged in active 
discussion and Q&A for longer than the scheduled meeting time of an hour and a half, with the meeting lasting 
110 minutes in total. A total of 83 people participated in the English-version MetroQuest survey, consisting of 
161 comments. The Spanish-version MetroQuest survey did not gather any participation. Additionally, the 
Project Team received comments in 7 emails and 5 phone calls. 

3 PUBLIC MEETING & SURVEY COMMENTS 
Comments received from all platforms were combined and organized into general themes. Review and analysis 
of comments indicate that the public input received falls into the following themes: (1) environmental 
concerns, (2) access concerns, (3) safety concerns, (4) multi-modal (pedestrian and bicycle) concerns, and (5) 
traffic congestion concerns. Comments received that fell outside of the project scope or location were shared 
with the pertinent land managing agency (e.g., Bernalillo County). The following summary of paraphrased 
cumulative comments is based on questions or comments received during the comment period for Phase IC 
from the public. Copies of all comments received as part of previous Phase IA/B engagement efforts for the 
project, and a complete summary categorized into general themes can be found in the NM 500 Bridges 
Replacement Project Public Comment Summary Report, on file at the NMDOT Environmental Bureau and on the 
project webpage. 

3.1 PUBLIC MEETING QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 
The following list represents the cumulative list of questions and comments provided at the virtual public 
meeting on April 13, 2022: 

• Q. What is the anticipated project construction schedule? A. Two construction seasons. 

• Q. Are there going to be speed bumps on Dean Dr. as part of this project? A. This can be passed to 
Bernalillo County. 

• Q. Will there be any imminent domain or condemnation – what about sound walls or barriers? A. The 
right of way process will include some acquisitions of property, but no homes or structures will need to 
be acquired and condemnation is not expected. Noise is being considered as part of environmental 
studies.  

• C. We have property you can consider renting for storage near the project area. 

• Q. Will the bridge be shut down completely or diverted from one side or the other? A. The zipper tactic 
is being considered to keep the bridge open through construction and alternate lane access during peak 
hours. 

• Q. Will there be sweeping maintenance? A. There is currently sweeping but this comment is being 
taken into advisement. 

• Q. Is the median getting smaller? A. The median is staying the same size as it is now (6 ft.) 
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• Q. Is construction going to occur during the day/night and/or weekends? A. Construction schedule is 
still TBD. 

• Q. Will there be trails to ride horseback near the ditch during and after construction? A. There will 
likely be access restrictions for safety during construction but one of the goals of the project is to 
improve multimodal access. This should mean improved access through the trail system in the long-
term. 

• Q. Will there be a protected pedestrian walkway on the bridge? A. Yes. 

• Q. How are the multiple projects in the area being coordinated? A. Close coordination is occurring with 
the lead agencies for the other projects. The project funding is still being determined for bridge 
replacement and there may be phasing for projects depending on timing for funding for each of the 
lead agencies. 

• Q. How will the community be able to continue to be involved in the project as it continues? A. Keep in 
touch on the email list and project website.  

• Q. How can we make sure that this project will occur on time? I’m concerned this will be like US 550 
and continue to extend over time. A. Unlike 550, this project is not anticipated to be constructed in 
phases and the project team intends to identify full construction funding to start bridge replacement. 

• Q. Poco Loco is swamped with AM traffic. Will there be turns possible? A. This is being considered as 
part of final design. 

• Q. Will there be roadblocks to stop people going through the neighborhood during construction? A. 
Road blocks are likely not feasible due to fire code needs but abatement will be considered in 
coordination with Bernalillo County. 

• Q. Similar to Montano, will there be a barrier between pedestrians/riders and the vehicle traffic? A. 
Yes, the barrier will continue along the bridge span 

• Q. Do we know when the construction will be funded? A. It is currently scheduled for funding for 
construction in 2026/27 but NMDOT has hopes that through collaboration with legislators, and through 
federal funding sources, it can be in construction in 2023. 

• Q. What does the traffic analysis reveal about west-bound traffic flow during congested hours? A. It 
reveals consistent traffic that will continue. 

• Q. In case the roads will need to be blocked for construction, will there be detour routes? A. We do not 
intend to close the bridge due to a lack of viable detour options.  

• Q. Will there be lighting along the bridge? A. Yes – this is part of the bridge design. 

• Q. Will there be another Rio Grande bridge anywhere in the future? A. There is currently no plan to add 
another river crossing in the MRGCD regional plan. 

• Q. Is the 2nd Street intersection part of this project? A. No, that is being led by the County 

• Q. How can we, as residents of the South Valley advocate for funding? A. Attend forums, speak to your 
legislators, and provide comments to NMDOT. 

• Q. What is the estimated total cost for the project construction? A. It is estimated to cost around $61 
million to construct the bridge. 

• Q. Will there be safety mechanisms in place for construction workers? A. Yes, there are precautions and 
standards in place. 
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• Q. Are there other forums to talk about transportation issues including semis blocking lanes along the 
road? A. Yes, the NMDOT website is a comprehensive place to get contact info. 

• C. Senator Padilla – commented that he regularly provides updates for this project on his social media. 

3.2 METROQUEST COMMENTS 
The following section identified the activities included in the MetroQuest survey and presents the results of 
feedback and comments received. 

3.2.1 MAP MARKERS 

Within the MetroQuest survey, participants were asked to identify concerns on an overlay of the project area 
and location of the proposed bridge (Figure 2: Map Marker Exercise).  

Figure 2: Map Marker Exercise 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS  

• Ensuring removal of trees tries to remove trees across age class and does not contribute to the 
homogeneity of the bosque 

• Median trees are dying 

• Knocking or cutting down trees 

• Cutting down or interfering with these trees 

• Ensuring that the Bosque environment is preserved as much as possible is a must 

• Designing a bridge that protects the viewshed of the river. Also impacts the river in the least ways 
possible 

• Habitat disruption? 

• Protect Bosque and river 

• Too much induction of motor traffic will lead to deteriorating environmental concerns. Motor traffic 
should not be induced more than present. 

• Some of the largest, and oldest cottonwoods are near the bridge because they were protected from past 
fires. 

• Large cottonwoods that were protected from past fires because of proximity to the old bridge are 
important habitat for wildlife. 

ACCESS CONCERNS  

• If we move the bridge here it will be overlapping the entrance to the picnic area and the picnic area 
would no longer exist 

• Would be blocking entrance to picnic area. 

• Bridge in way of entrance 

• Concern about the amount of traffic rerouting through Rio Bravo Commons community and the unsafe 
speeds of travelers trying to avoid 2nd St light 

• Need to be able to access the Bosque trail from the north and south, with access to Rio Bravo to the 
east, as well. 

• Easy access from Isleta southbound 

• Just a note that this location provides access for cyclists to/from the Bosque path to Rio Bravo. 

• How are these homes being accommodated? Will there be road access or a frontage road? The way this 
map is drawn seems like there will be a steep gradient compared to what is already there. 

• Same comment as before. 

• Making access to the Bosque better 

• Access to Bridge and east to 2nd St., Broadway, freeway will be slow, congested. 

• Concerned it will be difficult, slow and congested to access the bridge to Isleta via auto. 

• Isleta Intersection access. 

• Neighborhood access/exit 

• Get in/out of residential areas and businesses. 

• Access during construction 
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SAFETY CONCERNS 

• Road right next to fence.  Too close to property. 

• Too close and covering picnic area. 

• Curve. Could cause more traffic and slower flow. 

• Bridge too close to property. 

• Traffic has increased through the Rio Bravo Commons community present a safety concern especially 
on Quetzal and Camino 

• Cars move fast in this area-protected lanes for pedestrians and cyclists are important! 

• It is already difficult and unsafe to exit the neighborhood 

• People cut through the neighborhood every morning at high rates of speed to avoid “normal” traffic. 
Once construction starts, I can’t imagine how bad it will get 

• What type of traffic controls will there be to go north off of Rio Bravo down Poco Loco Street? 

• Access during construction. 

• Speeding towards the light. 

MULTI-MODAL (PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE) CONCERNS 

• Would have to rebuild sidewalk and cycling way. 

• Access from River area 

• We need safe, separate, pedestrian access in both directions on the bridge and adjacent ROW 

• Egress on/off segregated ped bridge to bike path 

• Will there be enough space for someone walking and someone in a bike 

• No guarded pedestrian/cycling route on the Northside of Rio Bravo. 

• I want to be sure peds have a safe avenue to walk along this bridge and Rio Bravo 

• Safe way to access walking access across bridge from all directions 

• Safe walking after/before bridge 

• Safe walking area along Rio bravo 

• Will pedestrians be separated from cars? 

• Would have to rebuild sidewalk and cycling way. 

• We need a safe, separate bike lane for both directions on the bridge and entrance to the bridge. 

• No bike path protected from cars 

• Will be there enough space? 

• No easy access from Rio bike trail to river crossing on Rio Bravo. 

• Safe Bicycle paths need to be available along Rio Bravo and this bridge 

• Need wide enough lanes to cross the river and access areas to the east and west. Protected lanes would 
be preferred. 

• Existing walkway/bike path too narrow. 

• Pedestrian and cycling trails (paved and lighted for safety commuting). 

• A protected bicycle lane to separate bike from automobile traffic. 

• "The bridge provides an e/w crossing for cyclists and design considerations can make it more 
accommodating.  
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• Currently the shoulder is often with debris and is a bit hazardous." 

• Providing safety to bicyclists 

• Safe way to enter/exit the bike route on bridge from both east & west and north and south 

• Safe bike trail before/after bridge 

• No separation from motor traffic 

• Ease of access from trail(s) and surrounding roads 

• Access during construction. 

• Will bikes be separated from cars? 

• Need protected bike lane. Narrow space and cars move fast or could swerve. 

• Easy access to bike lane on west and east ends of bridge 

• Old Cycling/Pedestrian path too narrow. Access from north/south pathways is longer than necessary. 

• Cars move fast in this area - protected lanes for pedestrians and cyclists are important! 

TRAFFIC CONGESTION CONCERNS 

• We need more lanes - very congested. 

• This intersection is already ridiculous with current traffic patterns and times. Really could use a traffic 
signal here. 

• More lanes so there no bottle necking in high volume of traffic  

• Curve could cause more traffic and slower flow. 

• Traffic has increased through the Rio Bravo Commons community present a safety concern especially 
on Quetzal and Camino 

• It is already difficult and unsafe to exit the neighborhood 

• People cut through the neighborhood every morning at high rates of speed to avoid “normal” traffic. 
Once construction starts, I can’t imagine how bad it will get 

• What type of traffic controls will there be to go north off of Rio Bravo down Poco Loco Street? 

• Access during construction. 

• Speeding towards the light. 

OTHER COMMENTS RELATED TO THE PROJECT  

• Bridge too close to property. 

• Railroad crossing needs an overpass. 

 

3.2.2 MULTI-USE / PEDESTRIAN ACCESS 

The MetroQuest survey allowed participants to rate and compare the existing multi-use / pedestrian access 
facilities and the proposed improvements at both the east and west end of the bridge facilities. Figure 3: Multi-
use / Pedestrian Access Exercise shows the exercise and Figure 4 & Figure 5 show the results of the rankings. 
Note that the least preferred rank is 1 and most preferred is 5.  
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Figure 3: Multi-use / Pedestrian Access Exercise 

 
 

• The left end of the chart represents rankings received for existing access of the bridge and the right 
side of the figures show the ranking received for proposed access. 

• A total of 86 respondents provided ratings for the East end of the bridge while 77 provided ratings for 
the west end. 

• For both ends of the bridge, respondents identified the proposed access as significantly more preferred 
when compared to existing access.  

• A few respondents made comments on the proposed access, and some did not find the provided visuals 
as adequate for providing comments. Their comments are as follows: 

o Too much paving over the MRGCD ditch, with multiple issues deriving therefrom. 
o It is not clear that the "pedestrian trail" is paved. This should be paved to be universal in access 

for cyclists, people with strollers, skateboarders, and pedestrians. 
o Would be nice to be able to see the actual diagram in full...this image deletes the bottom 

portion. 
o Design considerations should consider adequate provisions for cyclists for e/w connectivity 

across the river, and connections to the Bosque Trail. 
o This literally looks the same with updated roads. Maybe I’m missing it, but it looks like there’s 

literally no change besides fresh pavement and paint. 
o Again, this looks exactly the same except the bridge is wider. Same exact access points. About a 

quarter of them look residential? Why would you point out access to residential property? If I 
were those homeowners I’d be very upset. Also, where’s that pedestrian trail going? Just under 
the bridge? Why does it end there? Where else is it supposed to be going? This makes very little 
sense. I would spend time making better visuals with more explanation to help make your 
point. 
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o Talk to existing property owner about increased traffic near property. 
o A bit difficult to understand your drawings and where things connect. 
o How wide is it? It's challenging to provide constructive feedback on this diagram without 

having more information. 

 

Figure 4: Multi-use / Pedestrian Access at East End of the Bridge 
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Figure 5: Multi-use / Pedestrian Access at West End of the Bridge 

 
 

3.2.3 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Understanding that the project has the potential to affect a multitude of people with varying priorities, the 
project team provided an exercise where respondents were asked to provide any additional feedback they 
would like to share. This section gathers those comments. 

• I think we should build the new bridge in the existing place it is in now currently.  Traffic here is not 
that bad.  Building a new bridge curved or in a different spot can cause more traffic and high risk for 
accidents.  Building the new bridge in the proposed spot would be putting it on top of the picnic area, 
restricting access to streets and to the picnic area.  Closing would be ideal for the best outcome and yes 
it may cause delays, but people can plan accordingly. New bike access would be ni 

• This is a very congested area the length of time is a concern 

• How slow will traffic be and for how long? 

• I hope the bridge if designed to help Rio Bravo have better or more traffic lanes in the future.  The 
intersection of Rio Bravo and Coors is really congested, and I hope that the new construction will be 
tied into making that access much better in the future. 

• I would like a barrier between the cars and the pedestrian access on the bridge.  A chain link fence 
maybe? 

• Make the bridge as wide as is possible.  The more lanes the better.  The southwest quadrant is the 
fastest growing section of the urban area and will need to accommodate many more people and 
vehicles in the future. 

• I think the ideas for keeping traffic moving as much as possible during the construction are good. 
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• Alternative transportation must become a more dynamic part of life here.  Adding it to Rio Bravo just 
makes sense. 

• The legislature approved a road improvement project for Isleta Blvd which will impact the Isleta/Rio 
Bravo interchange. Do you know if these projects will be going on at the same time? The road 
improvement bill was sponsored by Senator Padilla 

• I wish project would be like North Valley bridge where an entirely new bridge was built and the old 
bridge turned into pedestrian use only 

• "How long is this project will take?  

• Will they close Rio bravo on the weekends on both sides?" 

• Maybe a half circle push out off the pedestrian trail on both the North and South side over the middle 
of the river. That would allow people crossing a place to stop and take in the beauty or maybe pass 
someone on the trail. Maybe even a spot emergency responders could use for river rescue. 

• How are all the smaller streets going to handle the loads of traffic from Rio Bravo. Bridge Street is 
under construction, Isleta is too narrow, Coors has Its own traffic congestion problems, and God knows 
how to get out from any neighborhoods between Isleta and Coors that aren't going to take three hours 
or more because of traffic jams. This will be a nightmare. 

• Don’t put a permanent stop light at Rio bravoand poco loco. Already traffic backs up at Broadway, the 
rail Runner Crossing, and 2nd Street a lot especially severe in the morning and late afternoon. In the 
future a third Lane should be added Between Broadway and second Street both east and west 

• Please do not keep this a 4-lane bridge. Traffic for this part of town needs a 6-lane bridge. 

• I-40, bridge should be completed first so as not to choke the SW traffic 

• You need to do something about these 18 wheelers with their engine break making all kinds of noise in 
the middle of the night and all through the day 

• Just worried about traffic and the ability to get out of the valley during peak times.  It is already very 
congested. 

• It looks like the plan is to make the bridge wider? It’s very difficult to tell from the drawing that are 
included here. It would be easier to visualize with better architectural models that add some depth vs 
2D images. It’s really difficult to see the changes and the potential impacts from what is provided here. 

• Please incorporate public artwork and planting trees 

• I think we should just move to 3 lanes in both directions. 

• A bike bridge separate from Rio Bravo similar to at I-40 would be ideal, but also consider how the bike 
facilities will connect to routes throughout the southwest side and south valley. 

• I would like to see as little environmental impact as possible. Because I live approximately 1/8th of a 
mile from the bridge nighttime noise is a concern also. 

• Please start project as soon as possible!  Traffic congestion now is horrible. 

• Just safety, safety, safety. And try not to disturb the birds nesting nearby. Thanks!! 

• Thanks for your work on this project. I never drive this bridge and only bike it. So, thanks for the 
upgrades to the bike path. 

• A modern look - give it a special look some like the Paseo del Norte Bridge 
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APPENDIX A: PUBLIC MEETING NOTICES
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APPENDIX B: VIRTUAL MEETING ATTENDANCE 
LIST  
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APPENDIX C: POWERPOINT PRESENTATION
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APPENDIX D: PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED 

  








































